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A world that finds God in all things.

vision

Creatio guides all people to

encounter the beauty of creation

and the Creator. We lead

transformative experiences to

restore relationships with

ourselves, with others, with nature,

and fundamentally with God.

mission

Missionary Guide 

Program Information Packet



Creatio is an answer to the most important question facing the Church - how do we “go and
make disciples of all nations'' in a world completely desensitized to God?  Young adults are
struggling to navigate life’s most important decisions. Constant distraction, an unfulfilled
search for identity, moral relativism, and religious apathy - are a few of the symptoms of this
generation’s struggle. Creatio’s work as a Catholic apostolate focuses on transforming the
hearts plagued by the wounds of this generation through beauty and relationship. We form
young adult missionaries to lead transformative pilgrimage, mission,  and wilderness
excursions  designed to challenge participants to disconnect from today’s culture and restore
their fundamental relationships - with themselves, with each other, with creation, and with
the Creator.

5  core values 

Reverence: We have a profound respect and love for all of God’s creation 1.

Gratitude: We recognize the gifts we’ve received and seek to give in return2.

Readiness to Change: We are prepared to make the changes necessary in order to

become virtuous men and women

3.

Charity: We love God above all things for His own sake, and our neighbor as ourselves 4.

Excellence  We strive to perform actions that are great in the eyes of God5.

what is creatio?
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1. Transcendence 

All that is true, good and beautiful have their source in Christ and lead us to Him. Creatio
missionaries  are particularly sensitive to the presence of truth, beauty and goodness in
themselves, in others, and in the physical world. Their hearts and minds are continuously
drawn up towards God.

2. Transformation

Creatio missionaries possess a strong desire to become different beings–to mortify their
old selves and rearise as new men and women in Christ. They maintain a readiness to
decrease so that “He may grow in them,” and are active participants in the ongoing
reconciliation of their own relationships with God; with themselves; with others; and with
creation.  

3. Communion

Creatio missionaries know that their lives are meant for communion, that it is through
“mutual service and dialogue with his brethren, [that] man develops his potential” (CCC
#1879). Missionary guides possess the humility to serve others with kindness and
generosity.

4. Mission

Creatio missionaries have an insatiable desire to share in the Catholic Church’s mission to
help people find and fulfill their God-given identity. Missionary guides artfully lead others
to disconnect from distraction; awaken their senses; and perceive truth, beauty and
goodness in themselves, in others, and in the physical world. 

“Creatio not only taught me how to be a good

missionary and guide but also that the evangelization

of others comes from the beauty of the human

person, and the most beautiful thing is a heart

totally devoted to God.”  
~ Nathan, Missionary 2019-2021

 4  Program Pillars
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3  Experience Goals
1. Leading with Beauty 

Nature provides no shortage of opportunities to inspire wonder. In the experience of wonder, we
naturally begin to contemplate the harmony, integrity, and brilliance of the Beautiful. The Beautiful
penetrates our heart and leads us to question that which is greater than ourselves. We experience our
own smallness and sense that we are not alone. 

As our culture encourages us to look away from the Church and religion altogether for the answers to
burning questions about identity, we are still naturally drawn to the beauty of God through His
creation. While we’ve seen nearly a 50% increase in young people identifying as having no religious
affiliation over the last decade, we’ve seen a corresponding increase in ‘outdoor participation’ among
that same group. Today’s young adults are flocking to the outdoors to “escape the everyday grind,” and
they are interested in participating in personalized, curated experiences. From camping to pilgrimage;
backpacking to hut trips, the Creatio experience is a welcoming and approachable invitation–to
younger generations, in particular–to explore that inescapable desire for God that is written in our
hearts.

2. Encourage Transformation

We discover, firstly, on this journey, that to begin a process of transformation the person must
challenge their way of seeing the world, their fundamental worldview. In questioning our own
worldview, we move beyond self-interest, and see our lives as part of a greater organism or collective
experience.

Growing during this phase of the Creatio Experience is the understanding that we must change if we
are to become who we truly are called to be.

3. Discover Authentic Community

We conclude the Creatio Experience on the final day with a celebration of the communion given to us.
Whether through surprise or not, participants should be overwhelmed by the incredible gift of true
communion that follows a renewal of self, the reception of identity, the healing power of silence, the
gift of others in friendship, of communion itself. Love-Charity, the virtue of communion, must be
received and given to remain authentic to what it is. To live in Communion is to already experience the
eternal life that we long for. It is a foretaste of that coming Kingdom, and it is that Kingdom already
among us.
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Guide the Way

All Creatio Experiences are led by missionary guides–young adult missionaries who are
particularly sensitive to the presence of truth, beauty and goodness in themselves, in others, and
in the physical world. Each missionary is trained as an outdoor guide and is certified as a
Wilderness First Responder. Each experience is led by at least two senior guides who has
extensive experience leading groups within each of our five locations. 

We lead three types of experiences:
Adventure

We lead hiking, camping and backpacking trips in the Colorado Flat Tops Wilderness
area. Beautiful views, challenging hikes, and cozy campsites provide the perfect
environment for the signature Creatio experience. Participants also learn the skills
necessary to safely adventure in the backcountry. 

Pilgrimage
We lead pilgrimages that unite the physical with the spiritual and offer a mindful escape
from the frenetic pace of modern life. On pilgrimage, we see how our lives are a voyage
filled with joy, effort, beauty, suffering, surprises, goals, adventure, expectation and love.
We always travel by foot, and we develop authentic relationships with the local
community along the way.

Mission
We develop deep & sustainable relationships with remote communities in need, and lead
mission trips that honor both creation and the dignity of the human person.

2  Guides per Trip
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Creatio Experience (noun)
(kree-AY-see-O /ikˈspirēəns/)

(1) An event that encourages us to disconnect from distraction; awaken our senses; and
perceive truth, beauty and goodness in ourselves, in others, and in the physical world. 

(2) a catalyst for personal transformation – designed to revitalize our natural desire to find
and fulfill our God-given identity. 

(3) A Trip, led by the Creatio Team, that focuses on the integral development of the person.

See Also: Pivotal, Cathartic, Momentous, Earth-shattering, Radical, Revolutionary

Five (5) Locations with One Single Experience

We operate in five locations–the Colorado Backcountry; Costa Rica; Chimayó, New Mexico;
Camino de Santiago, Spain; and Pollone, Italy (Frassati Pilgrimage). Each of these locations
provide three key elements of a Creatio Experience in their own, unique way: 

Transcendence in Beauty (wild, overwhelming, novel; beauty in nature and beauty in the
reflection of God in others, hospitality)
Transformation in Silence (time & space for deeper reflection, disconnect)
Relationship w/ creation (‘hands in the dirt,’ suffering & discomfort; some true elements
of risk & danger, but with the ability to learn the  proper tools to manage themselves and
others)

1   Experience
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The Facts 

Orientation (August)
New Missionary Guide (MG) Staff report near the beginning of August for training. Orientation is 4 Intense
Weeks that immerse you in the heart of our work. following the Creatio Experience Model formation is
integral and personal, and it is done on-site in the beautiful Colorado Mountains! You can expect a
spiritual retreat, formative intellectual talks, a 10-day Wilderness First Responder (WFR) Course, a 3-day
Intensive Fundraising course and more...

Support Raising (September - October)
Creatio Sends its New Staff home for 6-8 weeks to seek the support they need to help sustain our
mission. First and Foremost, support-raising reminds us of our chief task in the evangelization world,
that we are called to “preach the good news to all of Creation” (Mk 16:15). We need to remember that this
mandate is so powerful, and so pressing, that the first Christian community “laid their goods at the feet
of the apostles” (Acts 4:34-35) in order to allow those sent out to preach to do so without worry.

Planning (November - December)
The Full team Comes together at the end of each year and works together all-hands-on-Deck to fill the
schedule full of experiences for the following year. The mission begins long before the Missionary is “in
the field” with preparing the ground for the upcoming season.

Training (January - February)
As the team ramps up for our “Trip Season” MGs can expect to spend time both inside and outside the
office preparing themselves for the great work ahead, learning and honing the necessary skills to lead
each trip as a mission. 

Experience Leadership (March - August)
The beginning and end of our work.
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testimonies

Creatio has been leading transformative

outdoor experiences for all people

(young and old, Catholic, Christian and

agnostic) for over a decade. The vast

majority of our participants hear about

us through referral, and 98% of

participants surveyed report to have

grown in relationship with God after

their experience.  

“I’ve always been Catholic, but I always felt

that the world had too much of a hold on me

[...] I’ve had a hard past, and my pain didn’t allow

me to forgive. This experience allowed me to

detach from the world and find who I am in

Jesus Christ. I am involved in my faith at a

whole new level now, and it is because of this

trip that I can truly say I am healed in God’s

name. You have given me a fresh start. Thank

you.”

    ~ Bella, Camino de Santiago Pilgrimage 2022

“The most humbling and eye opening experience I

have ever had, I was truly blessed to have

touched so many different lives and experience

a new culture while also strengthening my

relationship with the Lord.”

    ~ Val, Galapagos Mission 2018
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The 5 step process for

joining our team

Submit an Application on our Web-Page. Make sure to follow the
directions carefully. Send in a CV after your submission with
relevant outdoor experience clearly Indicated.

Expect an email response within 48 hrs of your submission.
Creatio staff will setup an initial phone call that we like to call a
“two-way interview” - you get to interview us and we you! This
helps us determine candidate compatibility and see if Creatio is
a good fit.

Candidates will likely be  notified within a week if they will be
invited to a second interview, in-person in denver. we will take
care of on-site costs, we want you to come meet the team!

About 2-3 weeks after the in-person experience Creatio will
notify candidates on their acceptance.

If accepted, plan to report on the designated day and place
(usually early August in Denver, CO)! We are always excited to
welcome new members to our growing family.

1

2

3
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Application 

Process

info@creatio.orgwww.creatio.org

C O M E  W O R K  W I T H  U S !
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